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Let O be a c omplete local noetherian ring, whose eld of fractions has characteristic zero and residue eld has non{zero characteristic. A block a l gebra over O is an indecomposable s ummand of the algebra of a nite group over O.
We i n troduce brie y (and justify through examples) several types of equivalences. Three levels of equivalences between block a lgebras seem to be relevant: Morita equivalence, Rickard (derived) equivalence, stable equivalence of Morita type.
We give a classi cation of various classical \invariants" of block a lgebras (such a s n umerical defect, decomposition matrices, defect of irreducible c haracters, etc.) depending on the type of equivalence we c onsider between block a l g ebras.
After recalling why, w h e n switching from the algebra point o f view to the group point o f v iew, the source algebra is a suitable replacement f or the basic algebra, we t r y to give s uitable \group theoretic" re nements of the previous equivalences. This is an introductory survey : almost no proof is given, the comments are brief and the applications short. We e mphasize the \algebra{theoretic approach", which should be viewed as a rst approximation to the methods used in block t h e o r y , a s w e t r y to explain in the last paragraph. In order to simplify the exposition, we r estrict ourselves, most of the time, to the case of principal blocks.
Basic context and Notation
Let A be a left and right n oetherian ring.
We denote by A mod the abelian category of nitely generated left A{modules, and by A proj the category of nitely generated projective l e f t A{modules. We denote by R(A) the Grothendieck group of A mod and by R pr (A) the Grothendieck group of A proj. I f X is an object of A mod (resp. of A proj), we denote by X] its representative i n R(A) (resp. in R pr (A)).
We denote by mod A the abelian category of nitely generated right A{modules, and by proj A the category of nitely generated projective r ight A{modules. For B another ring, we denote by A mod B the category of nitely generated (A B){ The set Irr(kG) o f r e p resentatives in R(kG) o f the irreducible kG{modules is a Z{basis of R(kG), while the set Pim(kG) o f r epresentatives in R pr (kG) o f t he indecomposable projective kG{modules is a Z{basis of R pr (kG). The pairing R pr (kG) R (kG) ! Z de ned by h P] X]i := dim Hom kG (P X) (P an object of kG proj, X an object of kG mod) de nes a duality b e t ween R pr (kG) and R(kG).
Let X be a nitely generated KG{module. Let X 0 be a nitely generated O{free OG{module such that X = K O X 0 . T hen the corresponding element k X 0 ] i n R(kG) depends only on X, and this de nes the decomposition map dec G : R(KG) ! R (kG) :
The reduction modulo p de nes an isomorphism R pr (OG) ;!R pr (kG). Identifying R pr (OG) and R pr (kG) through this isomorphism, the adjoint o f the decomposition Blocks o f G roup Algebras 3 map is the linear map t dec G : R pr (OG) ! R (KG) w h i c h s e n d s the representative o f a projective OG{module X onto the representative o f the KG{module K O X.
Finally, the Cartan map Car G : R pr (kG) ! R (kG) i s the linear map which s ends the representative i n R pr (kG) o f a projective kG{module X onto its representative in R(kG). (1) The cokernel of Car G is a nite p{group, whose exponent is the order of a Sylow p{subgroup of G.
(2) The map dec G is onto, and the image of t dec G is a pure s ubmodule of R(KG).
(3) Car G = dec G t dec G .
Blocks
The decomposition of the unity e l e m e n t o f OG into a sum of orthogonal primitive 2.1. Proposition. We have Z pr (A) = f P g2G gag ;1 j (a 2 A)g :
The set of projective endomorphisms of the (kA kA){bimodule kA is denoted by Z pr (kA). It is equal to the image of Z pr (A) t hrough the reduction modulo p Z(A) ! Z(kA).
c-d-triangle and associated i nvariants. The Grothendieck groups R(KA), R(kA) and R pr (kA) a re summands of the Grothendieck g roups R(KG), R(kG) and R pr (kG), and the maps dec G , t dec G , Car G restrict to maps which de ne the \c-d-triangle" of the block A,
Car A s s s s s s s s s which w e view as endowed with its \metric structure" given by t he dualities R(KA) R (KA) ! Z and R pr (kA) R (kA) ! Z:
We denote by I r r (KA) (resp. Irr(kA), Pim(kA)) the set of representatives in the corresponding Grothendieck group of the irreducible KA{modules (resp. of the irreducible kA{modules, of the projective i ndecomposable kA{modules), called the canonical basis of the corresponding Z{modules.
The matrix of Car A on the canonical basis is called the Cartan matrix of A and denoted by C A , while the matrix of dec A on the canonical basis is called the decomposition matrix of A and denoted by D A .
It is traditional to set k(A) : = jIrr(KA)j and l(A) : = jIrr(kA)j = jPim(kA)j : The O{rank of Z(A) e q uals k(A), while the rank of Z pr (kA) e q u a l s t h e n umber of Remark.
Let P be a p{group. Then we h a ve JOP = pOP + AOP where JOP denotes the Jacobson radical of OP and AOP denotes the augmentation ideal of OP. S o OP is itself a block a n d w e h a ve l ( OG) = 1. The c-d-triangle is trivial : s  s  s  s  s  s  s  s  s  s where the map \reg" maps the generator jPj of R pr (kP) o n to the representative o f t h e regular representation of KP. N otice that, on the other hand, the category OP mod is far from being trivial. If P is neither cyclic nor (for p = 2 ) d ihedral, semidihedral or generalized quaternion, then the algebra OP is wild. 2.B. Problems of block t heory.
Block theory, a s i n troduced and developed by R i c hard Brauer, originated mainly in the problem of the classi cation of nite simple groups. As a rst approximation, we may s a y t hat the main problem of block theory is to compare the category OG mod to the \local" categories ON G (P) mod, where P runs over the set of non{trivial p{ subgroups of G, and N G (P ) denotes the normalizer of P in G.
Remark.
Let A 0 be the principal block o f OG. T h e s t r u cture of A 0 mod is closely related to the structure of the group G itself | more precisely, t o the structure of G=O p 0 (G), where O p 0 (G) denotes the largest normal subgroup of G whose order is relatively prime to p.
For example, let P be a Sylow p{subgroup of G. The following assertions are equivalent: For example, the block de ned by the Steinberg character of GL n (p m ) h a s the above properties.
More generally, the \nilpotent b l o c ks" A (see BrPu] , Pu]) are such t h a t A mod ' OP mod for a certain p{group P. W e give here an example of such a b l o c k i n G L n (`m) for`6 = p (see Br1] for more details). We v i e w G L n (`m) a s t he group of xed points of the algebraic group G := GL n (F`) under the action of the usual Frobenius endomorphism F. Let T be a maximal torus of G and : T F ! K a c haracter of T F such t hat : the order of is prime to p, is in general position in GL n (`m) ( i.e., an element which normalizes T and xes must centralize T). We denote by R G T : R(KT F ) ! R (KG F ) t he linear map de ned by Deligne and Lusztig (see DeLu] ). There is a block A(T ) o f OGL n (`m) such t hat Irr(KA(T )) = f" G " T R G T ( )g where runs over the set of characters of T F whose order is a power of p. T 
As a consequence, a Morita equivalence between A and B preserves all the invariants determined by the c-d-triangles and their canonical basis : For X 2 Irr(KA) (resp. Y 2 Irr(KB)) we denote by e X (resp. f Y ) t he corresponding primitive idempotent o f ZKA(resp. of ZKB). We d enote by e (resp. f) the unity element o f A (resp. B), so A = OGe and e = P X2Irr(KA) e X (resp. Cli ord Theory. \Cli ord theory" is the name of a set of theorems relating representations of a group G with representations of a normal subgroup N of G. I t c a n b e viewed as a series of Morita equivalences. We p r e s e n t here the rst (and easy) part of Cli ord theory : the \reduction to the inertial group".
Let N be a normal subgroup of G. Let We m a y a s s ume P X = P. Let X 0 be anO{free OS{module such that X = K O X 0 (note that X 0 is unique up to isomorphism). Because dim X and jPj are relatively prime, there is an action of S o P on X 0 which extends the action of S. T On the other hand, Morita equivalences between blocks seem far less frequent for non abelian simple groups. In this case, the equivalence must be weakened to what we call a Rickard equivalence. As in the previous section, we d enote by G and H two nite groups, by e and f respectively two central idempotents of OG and OH, and we s e t A := OGe, B := OHf.
Homomorphisms and tensor product of two complexes. The de nitions we use here for the di erentials of the homomorphisms and the tensor product of two complexes are slightly di erent from the usual ones (although they provide complexes isomorphic to the usual ones). The adjunctions. Let A com be the category of complexes in A mod with chain maps as morphisms, and let A com B be the category of complexes in A mod B with chain maps as morphisms.
Assume that, as above, M is a bounded complex of (A B){bimodules, N is a bounded complex of (B A){bimodules with a given (A B){compatible duality with M. Assume In this case, the complexes M and N are c alled \ R ickard t ilting complexes" for A and B.
We denote by D b (A) t h e derived bounded category of A mod.
The following theorem is due to J. Rickard ( Ri1], Ri3]). Note that it may b e viewed as a generalization of Morita theorem 3.2. 
the Cartan matrices C A and C B are equivalent a s m atrices of quadratic forms over Z (in particular they have the same invariant factors, and l pr (A) = l pr (B)), the decomposition matrices are equivalent a s follows : there exists an orthonormal matrix U in Mat k(A) (Z) a n d a n i n vertible matrix V in Rickard e quivalence and defects of irreducible KA{modules. Like i n x3, for X 2 Irr(KA), we denote by e X the corresponding primitive i dempotent o f ZKA. We denote by e (resp. f) the unity element o f A (resp. B). 4.9. Conjecture. Let G be a n i te group whose Sylow p{subgroups are a b elian. Let H be the normalizer of one of the Sylow p{subgroups of G. Then the principal blocks of G and H are R ickard e quivalent.
4.D. Perfect isometries.
The preceding conjecture seems hard to prove ( o r even to check o n examples) at the moment. Nevertheless, one of its non{trivial consequences, which s hould be viewed as the \shadow", at the level of characters, of a Rickard equivalence, has already been checked on a long series of cases.
For the de nitions and properties stated in this paragraph, see Br1].
As in x3, we denote by G and H two nite groups, by e and f respectively two central idempotents of OG and OH, and we s e t A := OGe, B := OHf. F rom now on, we identify R(KG) w ith the group of virtual characters of KG{representations, and Irr(KG) with the set of irreducible characters. De nition. We say that a virtual character of G H is perfect if : (pe.1) for all g 2 G and h 2 H, jC G (g)j p and jC H (h)j p both divide (g h), (pe.2) if (g h) 6 = 0 , t hen either g and h are b oth p{regular, or g and h are b oth p{singular.
If moreover the map I de ned b y induces an isometric bijection from R(KB) to R(KA), w e say that I is a perfect isometry between B and A, a n d that A and B are perfectly isometric.
The connection with Rickard equivalences is made by the following statement. The following conjecture is a weaker form of 4.9.
Proposition. Assume that M is a Rickard t i l t ing complex
4.12. Conjecture. Let G be a nite group whose Sylow p{subgroups are a b elian.
Let H be the normalizer of one of the Sylow p{subgroups of G. T h e n the principal blocks of G and H are p erfectly isometric.
The preceding conjecture is known to be true in the following cases : for all p, i f G is p{solvable for p = 2 , i n all cases ( FoHa] In the case where G is a \ nite reductive g roup", the conjecture 4.9 can be made more precise and closely linked with the underlying algebraic geometry (for more details, see BrMa]).
Notation. In this paragraph, we t e m p o rarily change our notation to t with the usual notation of nite reductive g roups : our prime p (the characteristic of our eld k := O=p) i s n o w denoted by`, and q denotes a power of another prime p 6 =`.
Let G be a connected reductive a lgebraic group over F q , endowed with a Frobenius endomorphism F which de nes a rational structure on The data.
Let`be a prime number,`6 = p, w h i c h d o e s not divide jZ(G)=Z o (G)j nor jZ(G )=Z o (G )j, and which i s g o o d for G. We a ssume that the Sylow`{ subgroups of G F are abelian.
Let O be the ring of integers of a nite unrami ed extension k of the eld of`{adic numbers Q`, with residue eld k, s u c h that the nite group algebra kG F is split. Thus in particular a source algebra of A is Morita equivalent t o A. But the source algebra contains much m o r e information than the Morita type of A. O n e can prove 2 that it contains all the \local information" of the block A, s u c h a s t he category of subpairs ( AlBr] ), the vertices and sources of indecomposable A{modules, and the generalized c-d-triangles (see below). The source algebra may b e s e e n a s the \group representation version" of the basic algebra.
6.B. Generalized c-d-triangles.
De nition. For x an element o f nite order of a group, we l e t x 2 Q be a root of unity o f the same order as x. I f A is any r i ng, we s e t R x (A) : = Z x ] Z R(A).
Let G be a nite group. As in Se], chap. 18, we i dentify now R(KG), R(kG) and R pr (kG) with various subgroups of the group of O{valued class functions on G. 
Car C G (x) n n n n n n n n n n n n Notice that T (G 1) = T (G).
The generalized decomposition matrix is the matrix of the map dec G x on the natural basis Irr(KG) and Irr(kC G (x)). The triangle of a block. To s i m p l i f y t he exposition, we a s s u m e f rom now o n t h a t A is the principal block o f OG 3 . For x a p{element o f G, w e denote by A x the principal block o f OC G (x). Then the combination of Brauer's Second and Third Main Theorems (see for example Fe] ) implies that the image of R x (KA) through dec G x is contained in R x (kA x ), from which one de nes the corresponding triangle :
Car A xOf course one has T (A 1) = T (A). 6.C. Equivalences \with groups". The validity o f t his conjecture would imply in particular that there is only a nite number o f Morita types for blocks with a given defect group.
Puig equivalences as \equivalences with groups".
Let us rst recall the de nition of the \Brauer functor" (see Br3] Assume that A and B are Puig equivalent. Then there exists a family (M P N P ) ( P runs over the set of subgroups of D) w h e re, for each P, M P is an (A P B P ){bimodule and N P is a ( B P A P ){bimodule such that : (pu1) (M P N P ) i nduces a Morita equivalence between A P and B P .
(pu2) As an O C G (P) C H (P)]{module, M P is a summand of Ind C G (P) C H (P) (D) O, where O is the trivial D{module. (pu3) k M P ' Res N G H ( (P)) C G (P) C H (P) Br (P) (M f1g ) : Such a family (M P N P ) i nduces in particular an isomorphism between all generalized \local" c-d-triangles T (A P x ) ! T (B P x ) (for all x 2 D) which preserves the canonical basis.
Rickard e quivalences with groups. As just seen, a Puig equivalence may b e seen as a \Morita equivalence with groups" The preceding formulation of a Puig equivalence allows us to de ne (still under the hypothesis (A1) and (A2)) what is a \Rickard equivalence with groups".
We still denote by A and B the principal blocks of OG and OH and, for P a subgroup of D, b y A P and B P the principal blocks of OC G (P ) and OC H (P ).
We s a y that A and B are "Rickard equivalent w ith groups" if there exists a family (M P N P ) ( P runs over the set of subgroups of D) w here, for each P, M P is a bounded complex of (A P B P ){bimodules and N P is a bounded complex of (B P A P ){bimodules such that :
(ri1) (M P N P ) i n d uces a Rickard equivalence between A P and B P .
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Michel B rou e (ri2) As O C G (P) C H (P)]{modules, M n P is a summand of Ind C G (P) C H (P)
X n P , where X n P is a permutation D{module.
(ri3) k M P ' Res N G H ( (P)) C G (P) C H (P) Br (P) (M f1g ) : Such a f amily (M P N P ) i nduces in particular an isometry between all generalized \local" c-d-triangles T (A P x ) ! T (B P x ) (for x 2 D) corresponding to what is called an \isotypie" in Br1].
Some unpublished work of J. Rickard shows the relevance of the preceding de nition. In particular, complexes with properties (ri2) and (ri3) above o ccur naturally for nite reductive g r o u p s i n the context of etale cohomology (see Ri5] ).
On stable equivalences. Let us end with a result which has been often used in applications to structure of nite groups. Consider a slighly more general situation than (A1) and (A2). Now G and H are two nite groups with a common Sylow p{subgroup D. The group D is not necessarily abelian, but we s till assume that G and H have \the same fusion" on p{subgroups, i.e., the embedding of D in both G and H de nes an equivalence between the Frobenius categories Fr p (G) a n d Fr p (H).
Let e and f be central idempotents of OG and OH respectively. W e s e t A := OGe and B := OHf. F or P a subgroup of D, w e s e t e P := Br P (e), f P := Br P (f), and A P := kC G (P)e P , B P := kC H (P )f P .
Let M be an (A B){bimodule and N be a ( B A){bimodule. For each s ubgroup P of D, w e s e t M P := Br (P) (M) and N P := Br (P) (N). Example. The following situation is a direct generalization of the (p{t.i.){case mentioned in x5. 6.4. Assume that H is a subgroup of G with index prime to p, and with the following property :
(p{s.c.) whenever P is a p{subgroup of H, w e have N G (P) = N H (P )O p 0 C G (P) :
Let A and B be the principal blocks of OG and OH respectively, with unity elements e and f. T hen the functors e:Ind G H and f:Res G H induce i nverse stable equivalences of Morita type b etween A and B.
The preceding statement has several applications to some \non{simplicity criteria" for nite groups. In this spirit, an important o pen q uestion is to nd a direct and \representation theoretic" proof to the Z p {theorem for p odd, which w ould provide a signi cant simpli cation in the classi cation of nite simple groups.
6.5. Theorem. Let categories Fr p (G) and Fr p (H)). Assume that H is the centralizer in G of a p{subgroup of G. Then G = HO p 0 (G).
For p = 2 , t he preceding theorem is due to Glauberman ( Gl] ). For p odd, it is a consequence of the classi cation of nite simple groups. An important w ork of G. Robinson ( Ro1] , Ro2]) makes plausible to nd a direct proof using representation theory.
